At the Academy, we’ve seen how our coaching has helped our athletes perform at their best in the World Championships. Our clients, including the Kuwaiti national team, have achieved top results, demonstrating the quality of our training programs.

In the Men’s 800m F34, the competition was intense, with several athletes vying for the title. Walid Ktila of Tunisia emerged victorious, setting a new world record and cementing his status as a paralympic icon. This achievement was particularly significant for Tunisia, as it marked their first World Championships title in the sport.

For the Women’s 800m F34, the competition was equally thrilling. Austrian athletes Lara Vadlau and Jolanta Ogar showcased their strength and determination, with Vadlau being crowned the champion.

The World Championships not only celebrate the athletes’ achievements but also highlight the collaborative efforts of the various entities involved. The event is a testament to the dedication and hard work of all those who contribute to the preparation and success of our national teams.

Our athletes’ performances at the World Championships are a source of pride and inspiration for our nation. They exemplify the potential and resilience of our sports community. We look forward to supporting them as they continue to pursue excellence and contribute to the growth of paralympic sports in the region.